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Welcome
I would like to start off by welcoming everyone to the 5th 
Annual Outlaw Cattle Company Bull Sale. It is hard to believe 
that we are already having our 5th annual sale here at home. 
It is true what they say, “time flies when you’re having fun”. 
It was a fun, exciting and different year with the COVID-19 
lockdowns. We are truly lucky to be in the agriculture industry, 
to live were we do and be able to be outside, to do what we 
love, while we are locked down at home. We had a great 
hay and silage crop this year and were able to get it put up 
in good condition. Grass was great for the cows all summer 
and the calves did very well. To add to it all it has been an 
extra exciting year watching our daughter Oaklie grow into 
the funny, smart, and very busy little girl that she is. We 
cannot believe she will be 3 in June, time needs to slow down. 
It is fun having her out helping with the cows, which she loves 
very much. On November 12, 2020 we welcomed our 2nd 
child to our family, a baby boy Crue Grant. He is doing great 
and big sister loves him as much as we do. 
Outlaw Cattle is located NW of Hussar on Hwy 564 where 
Beth, Oaklie, Crue and I calve out approximately 70 purebred 
red/black Simmentals and 220 commercial Simmental/
Angus cows. We continue to purchase and keep back 
females, and cull hard to keep strengthen the maternal 
power in our herd. We have a strict A.I./embryo program to 
incorporate outcross genetics into our herd. We also flush 
some of our elite donors to expand their impact into the herd 
and to sell some elite genetic based cattle. We use a strong 
herd bull battery to anchor the breeding program, we strive 
to breed and raise functional, profitable cattle for today’s 
market.  
Our purebred cattle are managed just like our commercial 
cows out on native grass from June until September then fall 
graze on stubble right up before the calve. Our calves see 
NO creep all summer. The bull calves are weaned middle 
of September and pail fed an oat-based ration and free 
choice hay for 40 days, then switched to a barley silage TMR 
with 10-12lbs of oat-based ration and chopped hay. They 
are maintained on that ration until delivery. They get lots of 
exercise in their pen and will go out and work for our clients.

We market cattle through social media, verbally and through 
showcasing them at 3 major shows in the fall. We sell 
females in consignment sales in the fall and now bulls will be 
sold in our new sale and continue to sell every March at the 
ranch. We have stepped away from a live auction to a new 
format and due to COVID-19 we decided to do an online sale 
with DLMS farmgate.  Please feel free to call anytime with any 
questions.
I would like to thank all our buyers over the years for 
purchasing an Outlaw animal. Your support and confidence 
in our program is greatly appreciated. Feel free to contact us 
before to go over the bulls. The bulls are always available for 
viewing so stop in for a tour and hospitality.
Also like to give a thank you to my parents, Wade and 
Lorilee Dundas. Between helping with cows, babysitting, and 
anything we need or ask they are there to help any way.  
Here is to a great year, great friends, great customers, and 
great family!

Thanks 
Brad Dundas and Family
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SALE DAY LOCATION
Sale will be online, but bulls are available for viewing 
anytime at the ranch.

DIRECTIONS
FROM THE WEST- Turn from Hwy 21 on to Hwy 564 and head 
east 21.5miles (34.6kms) Blue sign 204022 at end of 
driveway on Hwy north side of Hwy 

FROM THE EAST – Turn from Hwy 56 onto Hwy 564 and 
head west 5.5 miles (8.85kms) Blue sign 204022 at end of 
driveway North side of Hwy 

GPS 51.189788-112.755065  or call for a pin drop

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
FRIDAY MARCH 5, 2021     
Sale starts at 9:00am
SATURDAY MARCH 6, 2021   
Sale closes at 6:00pm
SATURDAY MARCH 6, 2021  
Open house at 12:00pm
Refreshments and viewing of bulls.

SALE CONTACTS
Brad Dundas, Outlaw Cattle Co. (403) 325-0684
Mark Shologan, DLMS    (780) 699-5082

5th
Annual Bull Sale

MARCH 5 & 6 . 2021 . FARMGATE TIMED AUCTION

Any questions prior the sale about format/bulls please 
call Brad Dundas at (403) 325-0684 

We ask that all bulls purchased remain at Outlaw Cattle 
Company until April 1 when delivery will begin, unless 
arrangements have been made to take your bull home. 
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HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A FARMGATE TIMED AUCTION 
After you are at the FarmGate Timed auction site click 
the LOGIN/REGISTRATION button.  

FIRST TIME FARMGGATE USERS: 
• First time users will select the REGISTER button from this 
page. Fill out the registration form to signup for a free 
user account and it allows you to select a username 
and password for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions. 
(please note due to some of the text notification 
features the FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a new 
account separate account from your DLMS Live sale 
site)

• After you create your FarmGate account you will receive 
a txt message with a pin code to verify your account.

• On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we 
recommend you go to your profile and confirm your 
notifications are set to YES. This allows the site to send 
you text and/or email notifications when you are out bid 
and if there is activity on your favorite lots.  

RETURNING FARMGGATE USERS:
If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past 
simply enter your user name and password to continue. 
After you have logged in you are able to browse the 
timed auctions on DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions.  

HOW TO BID IN A TIMED AUCTION 
Now that you are logged in and your account phone 
number / email is verified you are able to bid on an 
upcoming sale. Simply find the lot you are interested 
in bidding on. After you have found the lot there are 2 
options for bidding on the lot. - Place Next Bid – to place 
the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first 
box, you simply click the “Place Bid” button and after you 
review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions 
your bid will be placed. - Max Bid Amount – to place a 
max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed 
as “Max Bid” on the item, and then click the “Place Bid” 
button and after you review the bid and agree to the 
terms and conditions your bid will be placed as the next 
bid. With the Max Bid placed the computer will then keep 
you as the high bidder to the max amount you have 
placed. This can be a great feature if you are not able to 
give 100% attention to the sale close out and protect your 
interest so you do not miss out on any lots you want to 
purchase. The Max Bid amount is completely confidential 
from the seller during the sale process. Example of How 
the Max Bid Works - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and 
you place a proxy bid of $3500 into the system, the 
computer will bid $2100 for you but if some one else 
bids $2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time 
at $2300. The system will look after your interest to a 
maximum of $3500. If another bidder is on at $3600, your 
proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer 
have the winning bid on this lot without once again 
logging in and bidding again or moving your attention to 
a second lot of interest. Please note that in some cases 
a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max bids are 
placed on the same lot competing against each other.

WATCH LIST FEATURE 
If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few 
from the same auction that you want to watch with out 
having to scroll through the entire list you can add the 
lots to your watchlist. On each lot you will see the “eye” 
button beside the bid button, by clicking this “watchlist” 
Icon that item is added to your personal watchlist for 
easy viewing of just your favorite lots in this sale or on 
the entire site.  

SALE ENDING / CLOSEOUT 
Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse 
style with extended bidding. What is Racehorse Style 
Close? Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale 
stays open in extended bidding. This type of sale allows 
you as the bidder to change to a different lot within 
the same sale if the bidding has gone in to extended 
bidding. How will Extended Bidding works? When we get 
to the close out end time the clock for close extends 
with any bid placed with less than 5 min on the clock. 
This type of extended bidding turns the end time to 
more of a soft time. Extended bidding allows bidders to 
compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders 
the same time to make a decision. Always follow the 
clock to see how much time remains in the sale you are 
interested in.  

BIDDING CLOSE & FOLLOW-UP 
After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has 
occurred for 5 min the computer will declare the sale 
finished. Following the close typically within 24 hours of 
the sale close the sale consignor will contact all winning 
bidders to arrange payment, transfer of pedigrees and 
delivery/Pick up of your lot. Or as the winning bidding 
you can contact the sale consignor / sale manager to 
confirm payment instructions. - Please make sure that 
your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are 
the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is 
sent to Sale manager and/or Sale consignor.  
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ANKONY MS CANDACE UO56

MOLLYDOOKER

RF THROTTLED

RLD BRETT 454BANCHORAGE PRISONER

HERTER TEDDY

BUILT RIGHT

NCB COBRA

JOYS ELEGANCE
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KOP CROSBY

STF CRIMSON TIDE
CROSSROAD BOBARINA
DAM TO 2004H

SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
OUTLAW
TIDAL WAVE FULL BROTHER TO 2004H

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER

OUTLAW MS BUILT RIGHT 

CMS LADY GAGA

$11,000 MATERNAL SISTER TO 2004HRE
FR

EN
C
ES
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•Since day 1 this bull with his pedigree and color had me excited    •Big solid red bull with lots of potential
•Very long bodied, big hipped, stout wide topped with great hair   •952lbs weaning weight
•Big footed, big boned lots of muscle with big time performance   •Will want to keep all females from this bull
•2028H gets out and moves like a cat and hits his stride    •Homo Polled   •Owned with Swan Lake Farms
•Liner 56U progeny are extremely popular every time they are up for auction and so is Liner semen when its available.    
•Dam is Ankony Ms Candace U056 the STF Montana Black cow at 14yrs old looks tremendous 
 •The dark red bull with pedigree twist we all been looking for out of 2 black parents 
•Outlaw and Swan Lake want to draw semen on this bull to use in our programs    •Non Diluter

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
NEVAS L93

STF MONTANA BLACK KF25
ANKONY MISS CANDACE U056
ANKONY MISS CANDACE P6

Homo Polled  •   22/1/2020  •  UNR1340184  •   BMD  2028H   •   BW: 96   •   WW: 952  •   YW: 1290

X
OutlawSwan
MR AVALANCHE 2028H1

•Sired by the breed legend Springcreek Liner 56U don’t have to look or 
search to hard to find what he has done in the breed
•This liner 56u x Candace cross has clicked very well and has a pedigree like 
no other

FEATURE
CE 2.0

 BW 5.9

 WW 87.2

YW 137.7

MCE 5.4

MWWT 80.2

M 36.6

API 118.41

TI 74.08

•Very cool solid black bull here   •Another very stout, deep, wide powerhouse bull in the pen    •Homo Polled
•Heavy muscled, lose hided, soft made and sound structured   •Huge hip, big old top, deep bellied and flanked
•Performance bull here   •Full brother to 2028H   •2047H will make you money when you take his steer calves to town 
•Sired by the breed legend Springcreek Liner 56U don’t have to search too hard to find what he has done in the breed
•Liner 56U progeny are extremely popular every time they are up for auction and so is Liner semen when its available. 
•Dam is Ankony Ms Candace U056 the STF Montana Black cow at 14yrs old looks tremendous 
•Will want to keep females from 2047H   •Owned with Swan Lake Farms

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
NEVAS L93

STF MONTANA BLACK KF25
ANKONY MISS CANDACE U056
ANKONY MISS CANDACE P6

Homo Polled  •   1/2/2020  •  UNR1340192  •   BMD  2047H   •   BW: 90   •   WW: 810  •   YW: 1220

X
Outlaw Swan 
MR 56U

FEATURE
CE 2.0

 BW 5.9

 WW 87.2

YW 137.7

MCE 5.4

MWWT 80.2

M 36.6

API 118.41

TI 74.08

2
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•We are very high on this bull for his overall power and look   •Hairy, big foot, sound and great disposition
•Exceptionally long bodied, big hipped, stout wide topped   •Solid black   •Weaned off at 900lbs
•Big footed, big boned lots of muscle with big time performance   •Will make some heavy steers come fall
Sired by Herter Teddy, a Wheatland 131L son that brings older genetics and performance 
Dam is a soda pop bloodline that rises to the top every year on producing great ones   •HOMO POLLED

FEATURE

WHEATLAND BULL 131L
TSZ TEDDY 312F
TSZ HOLLI 607Z

OUTLAW SODA POP 14B
OUTLAW MS SODA POP 15D
OUTLAW MISTRESS 54B

Black Polled  •   23/1/2020  •  CA-BPG1340185  •   BMD  2031H   •   BW: 96   •   WW: 900  •   YW: 1255

CE 10.6

 BW 2.2

 WW 70.1

YW 103.2

MCE 6.0

MWWT 58.9

M 23.9

API 132.60

TI 70.79

X
Outlaw BULL 2031H4

•His picture says it all, WOW   •Long bodied, deep, thick and dark red   •Heifer bull potential
•Been a favorite since birth and found by many visitors in summer
•Full brother sold at Friday Night Lights 2019 for $20,000 to Canadian Sires and GreenValley Ranch
•Good footed, sound and good disposition   •The STF Crimson Tide calves have avg $20,000 on first calf crop so far
•Nice fronted, small headed, 80lb birth weight and a 910lb weaning   •Homo Polled
•Heifer bull with some performance and good haired   •Dam is a powerful CMS/BMS Paparazzi daughter
•Dam is our Crossroad Bobarina cow that has not missed since we purchased her
•Sired by STF Crimson Tide our main red herd bull that has blown us away with his first 2 calf crops

CDI RIMROCK 325Z
STF CRIMSON TIDE DZ87
STF MISS ZW87

CMS/BMD PAPARAZZI 205Z
CROSSROAD BOBARINA 633B
CROSSROAD YODINA 352Y

Homo Polled  •   9/1/2020  •  CA-PG1325820  •   BMD  2004H   •   BW: 82   •   WW: 910  •   YW: 1260

X
Outlaw MR TIDE 2004H3

FEATURE
CE 7.0

 BW 3.3

 WW 74.9

YW 105.6

MCE 2.5

MWWT 59.7

M 22.2

API 121.74

TI 71.00

•With limited semen sold on STF Crimson Tide there will not be any ever 
sold again, so jump at his sons to get some different, proven genetics.
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•Solid red performance bull   •Very stylish, thick, deep, soggy made bull
•Lots of hair, width big footed with lots of presence   •Result of an embryo of older proven genetics
•Sired by the $60,000 Wheatland Circuit Breaker who needs no introduction 
•Dam is our legendary donor CMS Lady Gaga, she has a written a book of her accomplishments 
•We have a full sib to 2050H in the herd and is one of our best red cows
•Have sold few full sib brothers to 2050H that have went on to be great breeding bulls

WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y
WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
WHEATLAND LADY 81X

ER RED DECK 639D
CMS LADY GAGA 21X
ERIXON LADY 202S

Red Polled  •   3/2/2020  •  UNR1340197  •   BMD  2050H   •   BW: 98   •   WW: 840  •   YW: 1180

CE 9.2

 BW 1.8

 WW 72.4

YW 107.1

MCE 6.9

MWWT 59.9

M 23.7

API 123.62

TI 74.53

X
Outlaw BULL 2050H5

•Dark solid red    •Exceptionally long bodied, big hipped, stout wide topped
•Big footed, sound and hairy   •Big boned lots of muscle with big time performance
•Sired by the popular Kopp Crosby bull who passes on performance and makes unreal females
•Dam is a very nice Wheatland Current Affair cow with a great udder and lots of mass
•Older proven genetics that you will work   •Will want to keep all females from this bull 
•Will add pounds to them steers in the fall

MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
KOP CROSBY 137W
KOP MS BENGIE 6P

WHEATLAND CURRENT AFFAIR
WHS DIVA 91D
CMS BLONDIE 972W

Red Polled  •   13/1/2020  •  CA-PG1340175  •   BMD  2012H   •   BW: 96   •   WW: 800  •   YW: 1150

CE 5.8

 BW 5.5

 WW 79.9

YW 118.3

MCE 7.7

MWWT 68.6

M 28.7

API 120.92

TI 69.40

X
Outlaw BULL 2012H6
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•Very stout, deep and hairy    •Heavy muscled, lose hided, soft made and sound structured
•Huge hip, big old top, deep bellied and flanked   •Would work in heifer pen 
•Sired by Herter Teddy one of our main herd bulls here that is doing an awesome job
•Dam is our donor RLD Brett 454B we own with Double Bar D 
•Dam is a big bodied huge footed cow that is producing the right kind
•89lb birth weight   •Homo Polled

WHEATLAND BULL 131L
TSZ TEDDY 312F
TSZ HOLLI 607Z

JF AMERICAN PRIDE 0987X
DOUBLE BAR D BRETT 454B
DOUBLE BAR D BRETT 161U

Black Polled  •   18/1/2020  •  UNR1340179  •   BMD  2018H   •   BW: 89   •   WW: 770  •   YW: 1100

CE 12.4

 BW 2.7

 WW 67.5

YW 100.5

MCE 7.7

MWWT 52.9

M 19.2

API 134.12

TI 69.95

X
Outlaw BULL 2018H7

•Black baldy bull here we really like   •Huge time performance bull always been a standout   •Homo Polled
•Very stout made, deep bodied with big square hip   •Will work great in a herd of black angus-based cow herd
•Long fronted with lots of muscle and small head   •He does have 2 small white socks on hind feet.
•Sired by our Anchorage Prisoner herd sire who is backed by NCB Cobra and Mollydooker
•Prisoner bull pedigree is very stacked, and his calves show it   •Will produce some very attractive white face calves
•Dam is a RF Throttled daughter that at a young age is becoming a top end producer 
•The prisoner calves are very consistent and will have bright future   •Lots of hair, depth, width and presence
•2016H particularly good cow bull who will up your weaning weights

NCB COBRA 47Y
ANCHORAGE PRISONER 8196
CRN STEP UP 34C

RF THROTTLED 311A
OUTLAW MS THROTTLED 7109E
OUTLAW MISTRESS 73B

Homo Polled  •   16/1/2020  •  CA-BPRS1340177  •   BMD  2016H   •   BW: 90   •   WW: 950  •   YW: 1275

X
Outlaw BULL 2016H8

FEATURE
CE 12.5

 BW 1.9

 WW 74.0

YW 110.4

MCE 5.5

MWWT 61.1

M 24.1

API 122.02

TI 71.18
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10
•Solid Black bull with a lot to offer with a moderate birth weight.   •Great haired, big scrotal and great disposition
•Very stout made, deep bodied, big square deep hipped and wide topped   •Would work in heifer pen
•A bull with a nice small head, long neck and smoothed shouldered   •Will want to keep every female from 2019H
•Sired by NCB Cobra who has made a name for himself in the Simmental breed
•Dam is AJE/JF ANT Joys Elegance a 3c macho cow that raises the right kind 
•A performance bull that weaned off at 910lbs   •Would work great on an Angus based herd adding pounds to calves
•Outlaw would like to draw semen on this bull to use in our herd   •Owned with Barlee Simmentals

LFE VIPER 455U
NCB COBRA 47Y
NCB MISS DREAM 22T

3C MACHO M450 BZ
AJE/JF ANT JOYS ELEGANCE
BHS JF ANTOINETTES JOY

Black Polled  •   20/1/2020  •  UNR1340180  •   BMD  2019H   •   BW: 88   •   WW: 910  •   YW: 1255

X
Outlaw BULL 2019H

FEATURE
CE 12.0

 BW 1.4

 WW 75.5

YW 111.3

MCE 8.9

MWWT 70.0

M 32.3

API 139.17

TI 76.42

•Both Cobra and Joy are deceased so these genetics wont be 
offered any more

•Solid black performance bull here with style  •A bull you will really admire for his overall look and how he moves
•Made just like his sire extremely long sided, very deep bodied, huge square deep hipped
•Super haired, big scrotal, big footed and ton of bone
•Sired by Herter Teddy, a Wheatland teddy 131L son backed by a great MRL Outlaw cow
•Dam is Knockout cow that since purchasing from Springcreek Simmentals, has put one in the keeper pen every year
•Very good cow bull herd sire potential here 

WHEATLAND BULL 131L
TSZ TEDDY 312F
TSZ HOLLI 607Z

SPRINGCREEK KNOCK OUT 68W
SPRINGCREEK BLK LINNE 9Y
SPRINGCREEK BLK LINNE 56S

Homo Polled  •   23/1/2020  •  CA-BPG1340186  •   BMD  2032H   •   BW: 92   •   WW: 925  •   YW: 1230

CE 7.5

 BW 4.1

 WW 74.0

YW 107.0

MCE 4.4

MWWT 62.4

M 25.4

API 129.09

TI 70.67

X
Outlaw BULL 2032H9
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•Extremely attractive bull here   •Big black blaze bull with lots of potential   •Homo Polled
•Very long bodied, big hipped, stout wide topped with great hair  •Will want to keep all females from this bull
•Big footed, big boned lots of muscle with big time performance   •Will sire fancy white face calves
•Sired by the great SVF/NJC Built Right who you find in most top producing pedigrees
•Dam is our American Pride donor who is a very powerful, long big footed big time producer
•Full sisters sold at Friday Night Lights in 2018 for $12,000 and $5000

CNS DREAM ON L186
SVF/NJC BUILT RIGHT N48
NJC EBONY ANTOINETTE

JF AMERICAN PRIDE 0987X
DOUBLE BAR D BRETT 454B
DOUBLE BAR D BRETT 161U

Black Polled  •   25/1/2020  •  UNR1340188  •   BMD  2035H   •   BW: 98   •   WW: 825  •   YW: 1200

CE 13.4

 BW 2.0

 WW 66.7

YW 96.5

MCE 8.7

MWWT 51.0

M 17.7

API 130.77

TI 69.29

X
Outlaw BULL 2035H11

•Dark red calving ease bull   •Long bodied, deep, thick and sound   •Nice fronted, small headed, 88lb birth weight
•Bull with performance and good haired   •Would work in the heifer pen
•Nice solid Black red label dam that has been a big-time producer here year after year
•Sired by STF Crimson Tide our main red herd bull that has blown us away with his first calf crop
•STF Crimson Tide calves have avg $20,000 so far and Semen $225 a dose

CDI RIMROCK 325Z
STF CRIMSON TIDE DZ87
STF MISS ZW87

WHEATLAND BULL 634S
JHSN RAVEN 175X
DOUBLE BAR D RAVEN 175S

Red Polled  •   28/1/2020  •  CA-PG1325821  •   BMD  2042H   •   BW: 89   •   WW: 850  •   YW: 1190

CE 5.9

 BW 3.7

 WW 64.4

YW 88.3

MCE 2.8

MWWT 54.4

M 22.2

API 122.91

TI 65.98

X
Outlaw MR TIDE 2042H12
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5 SIMMENTAL X ANGUS OPEN BWF HEIFERS 

•April/May born

•Sires: Simmental bulls

•Dams: Angus/simmental cows

•Weaned end of November 

•On a TMR of barley silage, oat ration and chopped hay

•Really nice uniformed package of heifers 

•Heifers are from our own commercial herd here at home

•Solid black performance bull in the making   •Very stout, deep and hairy with a lot of potential
•Heavy muscled, lose hided, soft made and sound structured   •Huge hip, big old top, deep bellied and flanked
•Sired by STF Crimson tide who is really making a name for himself after his first 2 calf crops
•Dam is a RF Throttled daughter who is a powerful good milking young cow
•Big time cow bull here   •Weaned off at 870lbs 

CDI RIMROCK 325Z
STF CRIMSON TIDE DZ87
STF MISS ZW87

RF THROTTLED 311A
OUTLAW LADY THROTTLED 38C
TESS MS BLACK 49W

Black Polled  •   3/2/2020  •  CA-BPG1340196  •   BMD  2049H   •   BW: 92   •   WW: 870  •   YW: 1210

CE 7.8

 BW 2.1

 WW 60.5

YW 87.9

MCE 3.4

MWWT 48.5

M 18.3

API 119.84

TI 63.36

X
Outlaw BULL 2049H13



WINTERING AND BULL DEVELOPMENT
All bulls staying at Outlaw Cattle Co must be insured. We 
prefer to winter the bulls for the buyers, and we will supply 
that at no additional cost. This allows us to maintain the 
bulls on the same ration with longevity in mind to benefit the 
customer.  

FEEDING 
Bulls are developed on native hard grass pasture from 
May 25 - September 25 with NO CREEP, just dams milk and 
sweetpro mineral EX tubs. Bulls are weaned September 15 
and weighed. They are then put in there feeding/exercise 
pen with free choice hay and pail fed 8lbs of a oat-based 
ration. Bulls than stay on that till November 15 then switched 
to a barley silage TMR with chopped hay and 10-12lbs of oat-
based ration. They then stay on that TMR and are maintained 
till delivery. Bulls are managed to let mature and grow slowly 
to promote longevity and feet quality.
 
BREEDER GUARANTEE 
Outlaw Cattle Company guarantees our bulls to be sound, 
fertile and reproductive in accordance with the rules and 
regulations of the Canadian Simmental Association for the 
first breeding season. Claims must be made by September 
1st of year of purchase. If a problem occurs, please contact 
Outlaw Cattle Co and we will provide suitable replacement, 
if available, or a sale credit. This guarantee does not cover 
death, injury or mismanagement. Our goal is to have you 
satisfied with your Outlaw bull. 

SEMEN TESTING 
All bulls will be measured, tested and palpated prior sale day 
by certified vet (weather permitting)  
If weather is cold, we will measure and palpate bulls 
and semen test bulls at later warmer date or at buyer’s 
convenience.  

DELIVERY  
Outlaw Cattle Company will begin delivering bulls April 1st 
and will do our best to get your bull to your yard. But further 
than 300km we ask to meet at central location.
 
SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASING 
We would love to have you with us sale day, however we do 
understand how busy things can get and if the weather is 
bad. We encourage you to either stop in anytime prior to the 
sale or simply call Brad in advance and he will discuss your 
needs, cowherd, goals, budget and which bull will work best 
for you. Also, sale day there will be people available to take 
your bids but please call prior sale time to arrange a plan for 
bidding.  

ACCIDENTS 
Although every precaution will be taken, Outlaw Cattle 
Company assume any responsibility in this matter and 
disclaims any liability, legal or otherwise in the event of 
accident or loss of property. 

VIDEOS 
Videos are available on cattlevids.ca 

PHOTOS 
Photos taken January 9th, 2021

WEIGHTS 
All weights on bulls are actuals 
Weaning weights – September 15, 2020 
Yearling Weights – January 2, 2021 
 

Brad, Beth, Oaklie & Crue Dundas 
Box 58 Hussar, AB T0J 1S0 
403-325-0684 
Email- outlawcattleco@hotmail.com 
Follow us on Facebook  
Outlaw Cattle Company Ltd 



Brad, Beth, Oaklie & Crue Dundas 
Box 58 Hussar, AB T0J 1S0 

8412225


